WHATEVER YOUR TASTE OR STYLE, TAMKO HAS YOU COVERED.

With two distinct color palettes to choose from, TAMKO has just the right color to beautify your home.

Heritage Colors. Black Walnut and Rustic Black are both “black” shingles. Look closely and you can see Black Walnut includes accent strip of color that will shine through the top of the shingle.

The America's Natural Colors bring the natural tones of the American landscape to your roof. These are perfect for those who prefer a softer, more natural look for their roof. Choose from America's Natural Colors.

The Classic Colors bring bold and beautiful visual statement, choose from Classic Colors.

For those who prefer a softer more even-based look for their roof, choose one of the subtle, sophisticated color blends that best-look made TAMKO an industry favorite.

Our AnchorLock™ layer and Advanced Fusion™ sealant to help the shingle hold fast.

Please consult TAMKO's Limited Warranty and Application Instructions for any requirements or limitations.

BOLD AND BEAUTIFUL.

SLEETLY AND SOPHISTICATED.

Our ModernHome™ ROOF SYSTEM: up to 160 MPH with only 4 nails in the expanded nailing zone.

Introducing an industry first — a high wind specialty with coverage up to 160 MPH, with only 4 nails in the expanded nailing zone. This is 50% wider than the average nailing zone, so the wind can’t blow the nails out of the common bond area. TAMKO’s Heritage® nailing area is larger and Advanced Fusion™ sealants are Thicker...

See it on Your Home.

Try on” TAMKO shingle colors and get the shades that work best for your home. “Try-on” TAMKO shingle colors and get the shades that work best for your home, or upload a street view of your home. Customize sample shingles with the TAMKO® Roof Visualizer to find the right fit for your home. Choose one of two distinct color palettes to choose from. SUBTLE AND SOPHISTICATED or BOLD AND BEAUTIFUL.

Houses, or upload a street view of your home. Customize sample shingles with the TAMKO® Roof Visualizer to find the right fit for your home. Choose one of two distinct color palettes to choose from. SUBTLE AND SOPHISTICATED or BOLD AND BEAUTIFUL.

Please consult TAMKO's Limited Warranty and Application Instructions for any requirements or limitations.

It may be possible that TAMKO products are specifically designed to work together -- so please pay close attention to those product compatibility guidelines before purchasing and using products for your roof. TAMKO will not be held liable for damages caused by the use of incompatible products, or products that do not meet the requirements set forth by TAMKO. TAMKO WILL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR COLOR CLAIMS ONCE THE SHINGLES ARE INSTALLED ON A ROOF. SHINGLES, OPEN A BUNDLE AND VIEW A FEW OF THE SHINGLES TO BE CERTAIN IT IS THE COLOR YOU SELECTED. PRINTED REPRODUCTION OF THE SHINGLE COLORS IS AS ACCURATE AS OUR PRINTING WILL PERMIT. PRIOR TO INSTALLING THE PHOTOGRAPHY IN THIS SAMPLE MAY HAVE BEEN DIGITALLY MODIFIED OR CREATED USING PHOTOGRAPHS OF ACTUAL SHINGLES. AS COLORS VARY BY REGION, YOU MAY WANT TO VISIT WWW.TAMKO.COM AND VIEW COLORS AVAILABLE BY ZIP CODE. HOUSE SHINGLE COLOR AND MANUFACTURING PLANT YOU ARE CONSIDERING FOR THE FULL IMPACT OF COLOR BLENDING AND PATTERNS.

Prior to making your final color selection, TAMKO recommends viewing an actual roof installation of the same TAMKO® product and style in your area. TAMKO provides a limited warranty for many products, that includes a binding arbitration clause and other terms and conditions which are incorporated herein by reference. TAMKO provides a limited warranty for many products, that includes a binding arbitration clause and other terms and conditions which are incorporated herein by reference. TAMKO WILL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR COLOR CLAIMS ONCE THE SHINGLES ARE INSTALLED ON A ROOF. SHINGLES, OPEN A BUNDLE AND VIEW A FEW OF THE SHINGLES TO BE CERTAIN IT IS THE COLOR YOU SELECTED. PRINTED REPRODUCTION OF THE SHINGLE COLORS IS AS ACCURATE AS OUR PRINTING WILL PERMIT. PRIOR TO INSTALLING THE PHOTOGRAPHY IN THIS SAMPLE MAY HAVE BEEN DIGITALLY MODIFIED OR CREATED USING PHOTOGRAPHS OF ACTUAL SHINGLES. AS COLORS VARY BY REGION, YOU MAY WANT TO VISIT WWW.TAMKO.COM AND VIEW COLORS AVAILABLE BY ZIP CODE. HOUSE SHINGLE COLOR AND MANUFACTURING PLANT YOU ARE CONSIDERING FOR THE FULL IMPACT OF COLOR BLENDING AND PATTERNS.

Prior to making your final color selection, TAMKO recommends viewing an actual roof installation of the same TAMKO® product and style in your area. TAMKO provides a limited warranty for many products, that includes a binding arbitration clause and other terms and conditions which are incorporated herein by reference. TAMKO WILL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR COLOR CLAIMS ONCE THE SHINGLES ARE INSTALLED ON A ROOF. SHINGLES, OPEN A BUNDLE AND VIEW A FEW OF THE SHINGLES TO BE CERTAIN IT IS THE COLOR YOU SELECTED. PRINTED REPRODUCTION OF THE SHINGLE COLORS IS AS ACCURATE AS OUR PRINTING WILL PERMIT. PRIOR TO INSTALLING THE PHOTOGRAPHY IN THIS SAMPLE MAY HAVE BEEN DIGITALLY MODIFIED OR CREATED USING PHOTOGRAPHS OF ACTUAL SHINGLES. AS COLORS VARY BY REGION, YOU MAY WANT TO VISIT WWW.TAMKO.COM AND VIEW COLORS AVAILABLE BY ZIP CODE. HOUSE SHINGLE COLOR AND MANUFACTURING PLANT YOU ARE CONSIDERING FOR THE FULL IMPACT OF COLOR BLENDING AND PATTERNS.

Prior to making your final color selection, TAMKO recommends viewing an actual roof installation of the same TAMKO® product and style in your area. TAMKO provides a limited warranty for many products, that includes a binding arbitration clause and other terms and conditions which are incorporated herein by reference. TAMKO WILL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR COLOR CLAIMS ONCE THE SHINGLES ARE INSTALLED ON A ROOF. SHINGLES, OPEN A BUNDLE AND VIEW A FEW OF THE SHINGLES TO BE CERTAIN IT IS THE COLOR YOU SELECTED. PRINTED REPRODUCTION OF THE SHINGLE COLORS IS AS ACCURATE AS OUR PRINTING WILL PERMIT. PRIOR TO INSTALLING THE PHOTOGRAPHY IN THIS SAMPLE MAY HAVE BEEN DIGITALLY MODIFIED OR CREATED USING PHOTOGRAPHS OF ACTUAL SHINGLES. AS COLORS VARY BY REGION, YOU MAY WANT TO VISIT WWW.TAMKO.COM AND VIEW COLORS AVAILABLE BY ZIP CODE. HOUSE SHINGLE COLOR AND MANUFACTURING PLANT YOU ARE CONSIDERING FOR THE FULL IMPACT OF COLOR BLENDING AND PATTERNS.

Prior to making your final color selection, TAMKO recommends viewing an actual roof installation of the same TAMKO® product and style in your area. TAMKO provides a limited warranty for many products, that includes a binding arbitration clause and other terms and conditions which are incorporated herein by reference. TAMKO WILL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR COLOR CLAIMS ONCE THE SHINGLES ARE INSTALLED ON A ROOF. SHINGLES, OPEN A BUNDLE AND VIEW A FEW OF THE SHINGLES TO BE CERTAIN IT IS THE COLOR YOU SELECTED. PRINTED REPRODUCTION OF THE SHINGLE COLORS IS AS ACCURATE AS OUR PRINTING WILL PERMIT. PRIOR TO INSTALLING THE PHOTOGRAPHY IN THIS SAMPLE MAY HAVE BEEN DIGITALLY MODIFIED OR CREATED USING PHOTOGRAPHS OF ACTUAL SHINGLES. AS COLORS VARY BY REGION, YOU MAY WANT TO VISIT WWW.TAMKO.COM AND VIEW COLORS AVAILABLE BY ZIP CODE. HOUSE SHINGLE COLOR AND MANUFACTURING PLANT YOU ARE CONSIDERING FOR THE FULL IMPACT OF COLOR BLENDING AND PATTERNS.
WHATEVER YOUR TASTE OR STYLE, TAMKO HAS YOU COVERED.

America’s Natural Colors bring the warm tones of the American landscape to your roof. For those who prefer a softer, more evenly toned look for their roof, choose from America’s Natural Colors. Classic Colors feature the subtle, sophisticated color blends that have long made TAMKO an industry favorite. For those who want their roof to make a bold and beautiful statement, choose from TAMKO’s Classic Colors. Black Walnut and Rustic Black are both “black” shingles. Look closely and you can see Black Walnut includes vibrant splashes of color that will draw the eye to the roof.

America’s Natural Colors:
- Black Walnut
- Rustic Black

Classic Colors:
- Heritage Proline Titan XT™
- Heritage Proline™
- Rapid Fire Zone™
- Power Core™
- Apex Color™
- TAMKO® Hip & Ridge Shingles

WHEN IT COMES TO ROOF COLOR, TAMKO HAS SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE!

With two distinct color palettes to choose from, TAMKO has just the right color to beautify your home. Whether you want a bold and beautiful statement or a softer, more evenly toned look, TAMKO has you covered.

BRING THE VIBRANT TONES OF THE AMERICAN LANDSCAPE TO YOUR ROOF!

Heritage Proline Titan XT™ features a reinforcing strip of polyester fabric on the back of the shingle to provide added anchoring for the expanded nailing zone.

Heritage Proline Titan XT™ features a reinforcing strip of polyester fabric on the back of the shingle to provide added anchoring for the expanded nailing zone.

For the expanded nailing zone, with only four nails installed in the expanded nailing zone, up to 160 MPH windGUARD™ PROTECTION EVER

WindGUARD™ PROTECTION EVER

Up to 500% larger nailing area than our standard Heritage® nailing area*

Heritage Proline Titan XT™ features a reinforcing strip of polyester fabric on the back of the shingle to provide added anchoring for the expanded nailing zone.

Heritage Proline Titan XT™ features a reinforcing strip of polyester fabric on the back of the shingle to provide added anchoring for the expanded nailing zone.

For the expanded nailing zone, with only four nails installed in the expanded nailing zone, up to 160 MPH windGUARD™ PROTECTION EVER

WindGUARD™ PROTECTION EVER

Up to 500% larger nailing area than our standard Heritage® nailing area*

Heritage Proline Titan XT™ features a reinforcing strip of polyester fabric on the back of the shingle to provide added anchoring for the expanded nailing zone.

Heritage Proline Titan XT™ features a reinforcing strip of polyester fabric on the back of the shingle to provide added anchoring for the expanded nailing zone.

For the expanded nailing zone, with only four nails installed in the expanded nailing zone, up to 160 MPH windGUARD™ PROTECTION EVER

WindGUARD™ PROTECTION EVER

Up to 500% larger nailing area than our standard Heritage® nailing area*
WHATSOEVER YOUR TASTE OR STYLE, TAMKO HAS YOU COVERED.

Introducing an industry first — a high wind warranty with coverage up to 160 MPH up to 160 MPH with only four nails installed in the expanded nailing zone,* possible through our AnchorLock™ layer reinforcement of the common bond area.

Heritage Proline Titan XT™ features a reinforcing strip of polyester fabric on the back of the shingle to provide added anchoring for the expanded nailing zone.

For those who prefer a softer, more even-toned look for their roof, choose from TAMKO’s Heritage® nailing area* up to 500% larger than our standard Heritage® nailing area*, possible through our AnchorLock™ layer and Advanced Fusion™ sealants to help the shingle hold fast.

For the expanded nailing zone.

† Please consult TAMKO’s Limited Warranty and Application Instructions for any requirements or limitations.

See It On Your Home

Let TAMKO help make your roof as bold and beautiful as your home. If you want your roof to make a bold statement, choose from TAMKO’s Heritage® Natural Colors. Black Walnut and Rustic Black are both “black” shingles. Look closely and you can see Black Walnut includes vibrant splashes of color that will draw the eye to the roof.

Shingle images above show the difference between America’s Natural Colors and Classic Heritage Colors. Black Walnut and Rustic Black are both “black” shingles. Look closely and you can see Black Walnut includes vibrant splashes of color that will draw the eye to the roof.

AMERICA’S NATURAL COLORS

America’s Natural Colors bring the vibrant tones of the American landscape to your home. If you want your roof to make a bold and beautiful visual statement, choose from America’s Natural Colors.

CLASSIC HERITAGE COLORS

For those who prefer a softer, more even-toned look for their roof, choose from our Standard Heritage® nailing area* up to 500% larger than our standard Heritage® nailing area*, possible through our AnchorLock™ layer reinforcement of the common bond area.

BUILDING PRODUCTS FOR THE PROFESSIONAL.

**The Titan XT™ Warranty — up to 160 MPH with only 4 nails in the expanded nailing zone.**

Introducing an industry first — a high wind warranty with coverage up to 160 MPH with only four nails in the expanded nailing zone.* Possible through our AnchorLock™ layer reinforcement of the common bond area.

Heritage Proline Titan XT™ features a reinforcing strip of polyester fabric on the back of the shingle to provide added anchoring for the expanded nailing zone.* For the expanded nailing zone.

† Please consult TAMKO’s Limited Warranty and Application Instructions for any requirements or limitations.

> **OUR HIGHEST WIND PROTECTION EVER**

Our Titan™ Warranty — up to 160 MPH with only 4 nails in the expanded nailing zone. See It On Your Home. Choose from TAMKO’s Natural Colors or Classic Heritage Colors. Black Walnut and Rustic Black are both “black” shingles. Look closely and you can see Black Walnut includes vibrant splashes of color that will draw the eye to the roof.

WHERE INNOVATION MEETS EXTREME TECHNOLOGY™

TAMKO has just the right color to beautify your home. With two distinct color palettes to choose from, TAMKO can make your roof make a bold and beautiful visual statement. Choose from America’s Natural Colors. Black Walnut and Rustic Black are both “black” shingles. Look closely and you can see Black Walnut includes vibrant splashes of color that will draw the eye to the roof.

> **PREMIUM ARCHITECTURAL SHINGLES**

**Premium Architectural Shingles**

TAMKO® SHINGLE STARTER

TAMKO® HIP & RIDGE SHINGLES

TAMKO® FRAME EDGE SHINGLES

TAMKO® APPEAL SHINGLES

TAMKO® SYNTHETIC UNDERLAYMENTS

TAMKO® ICE AND RAIN UNDERLAYMENTS

TAMKO® CONTINUOUS RIDGE VENTILATION

TAMKO® SHIELD ROOF SYSTEM™

TAMKO® EXTENDED WARRANTY RAPID FIRE ZONE™

SHIELD ROOF SYSTEM™

See It On Your Home

TAMKO helps make your roof as bold and beautiful as your home. If you want your roof to make a bold statement, choose from TAMKO’s Heritage® Natural Colors. Black Walnut and Rustic Black are both “black” shingles. Look closely and you can see Black Walnut includes vibrant splashes of color that will draw the eye to the roof.

TAMKO® RAPID FIRE ZONE™

TAMKO has just the right color to beautify your home. With two distinct color palettes to choose from, TAMKO can make your roof make a bold and beautiful visual statement. Choose from America’s Natural Colors. Black Walnut and Rustic Black are both “black” shingles. Look closely and you can see Black Walnut includes vibrant splashes of color that will draw the eye to the roof.
Titan XT is our most beautiful look ever. Heavier than classic Heritage® shingles, for a more beautiful wood shake look on your roof. It’s also our fastest installation ever, with a five-times-larger Rapid Fire Zone™ nailing zone* allowing for faster, easier installation.

Titan XT features some of the most advanced innovative technology in the industry. It is designed to help protect your home from the harshest weather conditions, combining durability with beauty to give you peace of mind.

Our highest wind protection ever, the Proprietary AnchorLock™ layer reinforcement of the nailing zone and our most advanced shingle sealants enabled Titan XT to pass industry wind tests and inspired Titan XT’s 160 MPH wind warranty.†

Our extreme technology™ shingle designed to help weather extreme conditions.

Our most popular color lineup inspired by the beauty of nature, Titan XT shingles feature colors from TAMKO’s most popular product lines, including our high-contrast America’s Natural Colors collection.

Titan XT™ features some of the most advanced innovative technology in the industry and is designed to help protect your home from the harshest weather conditions, combining durability with beauty to give you peace of mind.

Our most advanced shingle ever, Titan XT is our fastest installation ever. It provides a five-times-larger Rapid Fire Zone™ nailing zone* allowing for faster, easier installation. Contractors can install quickly and with ease due to a zone five times larger than our standard Heritage® shingles’ nailing zone,* all with the reassurance that the nailing zone, including the common bond area of the Heritage Proline shingles, is reinforced, enabling this expanded zone.

A proprietary nailing system that gives Heritage® shingles their advanced wind performance. This unique poly-fabric reinforces the shingle for an added layer of protection and provides an anchor for the nails to embed in, locking them tightly to the deck. This is achieved through a proprietary reinforcement known as AnchorLock™ layer that gives Heritage Proline™ shingles their enhanced wind performance. This unique poly-fabric reinforces the shingle for an added layer of protection and provides an anchor for the nails to embed in, locking them tightly to the deck.

Our strongest seal ever, the Advanced Fusion™ sealants and AnchorLock™ layer technology are designed to seal quickly, lock in nails, and help resist high winds. It also includes a Proprietary AnchorLock™ layer reinforcement of the nailing zone and our most advanced shingle sealants enabled Titan XT to pass industry wind tests and inspired Titan XT’s 160 MPH wind warranty.†

Our most popular color lineup inspired by the beauty of nature, Titan XT shingles feature colors from TAMKO’s most popular product lines, including our high-contrast America’s Natural Colors collection.

ULTRAMAX WEATHERING™ LAYER

Proprietary engineered asphalt designed specifically for the roof. It’s coated with a weathering asphalt that helps protect the shingles from the elements. Our Advanced Fusion™ sealants fuse the shingles quickly to the roof deck, and each other, to help hold fast.

State-of-the-art technology that helps protect your roof from extreme weather conditions. It is an advanced technology™ shingle designed to help weather extreme conditions.

A family of aggressive sealants, specifically designed to help hold fast, even in cooler weather. Our Advanced Fusion™ sealants fuse the shingles quickly to the roof deck, and each other, to help hold fast.

APEX COLOR™ TECHNOLOGY

Proprietary granule blend that’s designed specifically for the roof. It’s coated with a weathering asphalt that helps protect the shingles from the elements.

Our unique technology™ shingle designed to help weather extreme conditions.

Our extreme technology™ shingle designed to help weather extreme conditions. It is an advanced technology™ shingle designed to help weather extreme conditions.

Our highest wind protection ever, the Proprietary AnchorLock™ layer reinforcement of the nailing zone and our most advanced shingle sealants enabled Titan XT to pass industry wind tests and inspired Titan XT’s 160 MPH wind warranty.†

ANTISINK GRANULES

A proprietary nailing system that gives Heritage® shingles their advanced wind performance. This unique poly-fabric reinforces the shingle for an added layer of protection and provides an anchor for the nails to embed in, locking them tightly to the deck.

ADVANCED FUSION™ SEALANTS

A family of aggressive sealants, specifically designed to help hold fast, even in cooler weather. Our Advanced Fusion™ sealants fuse the shingles quickly to the roof deck, and each other, to help hold fast.

ALL THE TECHNOLOGY YOU CAN'T SEE...

RAPID FIRE ZONE™

RAPID FIRE ZONE™ is a clearly defined expanded nailing zone for fast and easy installation. Contractors can install quickly and with ease due to a zone five times larger than our standard Heritage® shingles’ nailing zone,* all with the reassurance that the entire nailing zone, including the common bond area of the Heritage Proline shingles, is reinforced, enabling this expanded zone.

PREVENTS WATER SEEPAGE

Prevent water seepage with advanced innovative technology. It is designed to help protect your home from the harshest weather conditions, combining durability with beauty to give you peace of mind.

ASHALT CORE TECHNOLOGY

Proprietary engineered asphalt designed specifically for the roof. It’s coated with a weathering asphalt that helps protect the shingles from the elements.

Proprietary engineered asphalt designed specifically for the roof. It’s coated with a weathering asphalt that helps protect the shingles from the elements. Our Advanced Fusion™ sealants fuse the shingles quickly to the roof deck, and each other, to help hold fast.

Power Core™

Power Core™ is a proprietary matrix engineered to help resist tearing and cracking.

ANTI-AGING GRANULES

An embedded layer of ceramic-fired granules offering both beauty and protection.

ANCHORLOCK™ LAYER

A proprietary reinforcement that gives Heritage® shingles their enhanced wind performance. This unique poly-fabric reinforces the shingle for an added layer of protection and provides an anchor for the nails to embed in, locking them tightly to the deck.

ANTISINK GRANULES

A proprietary nailing system that gives Heritage® shingles their advanced wind performance. This unique poly-fabric reinforces the shingle for an added layer of protection and provides an anchor for the nails to embed in, locking them tightly to the deck.

ADVANCED FUSION™ SEALANTS

A family of aggressive sealants, specifically designed to help hold fast, even in cooler weather. Our Advanced Fusion™ sealants fuse the shingles quickly to the roof deck, and each other, to help hold fast.

ALL THE TECHNOLOGY YOU CAN'T SEE...

RAPID FIRE ZONE™

RAPID FIRE ZONE™ is a clearly defined expanded nailing zone for fast and easy installation. Contractors can install quickly and with ease due to a zone five times larger than our standard Heritage® shingles’ nailing zone,* all with the reassurance that the entire nailing zone, including the common bond area of the Heritage Proline shingles, is reinforced, enabling this expanded zone.

PREVENTS WATER SEEPAGE

Prevent water seepage with advanced innovative technology. It is designed to help protect your home from the harshest weather conditions, combining durability with beauty to give you peace of mind.

ASHALT CORE TECHNOLOGY

Proprietary engineered asphalt designed specifically for the roof. It’s coated with a weathering asphalt that helps protect the shingles from the elements.

Proprietary engineered asphalt designed specifically for the roof. It’s coated with a weathering asphalt that helps protect the shingles from the elements. Our Advanced Fusion™ sealants fuse the shingles quickly to the roof deck, and each other, to help hold fast.

Power Core™

Power Core™ is a proprietary matrix engineered to help resist tearing and cracking.

ANTI-AGING GRANULES

An embedded layer of ceramic-fired granules offering both beauty and protection.

ANCHORLOCK™ LAYER

A proprietary reinforcement that gives Heritage® shingles their enhanced wind performance. This unique poly-fabric reinforces the shingle for an added layer of protection and provides an anchor for the nails to embed in, locking them tightly to the deck.
Our Most Beautiful Look Ever

Heavier than classic Heritage® shingles, for a more beautiful wood shake look on your roof.

Our Fastest Installation Ever

Five-times-larger Rapid Fire Zone™ nailing zone* allows for faster, easier installation.

Titan XT™ features some of the most advanced innovative technology in the industry. With powerful engineering, Titan XT shingles are designed to offer an advantage for both homeowners and contractors, combining in-demand product features into one Extreme Technology shingle designed to help weather extreme conditions.

Our Highest Wind Protection Ever

Proprietary AnchorLock™ layer reinforcement of the nailing zone and our most advanced shingle sealants enabled Titan XT to pass industry wind tests and inspired Titan XT’s 160 MPH wind warranty.†

Our Most Popular Color Lineup

Inspired by the beauty of nature, Titan XT shingles feature colors from TAMKO’s most popular product lines, including our high-contrast America’s Natural Colors collection.

Our Strongest Seal Ever

Specially engineered, our Advanced Fusion™ sealants and AnchorLock™ layer technology are designed to seal quickly, lock in nails, and help resist high winds.

Our High Performing Weathering Layer

Enhanced weathering layer helps resist ice and water, while preserving the sought-after aesthetics of premium architectural roofing shingles.†

UL Listed for:
Class A Fire Resistance
UL Classified:
Wind Resistance
ASTM D3462 and ICC-ES Acceptance Criteria AC438

UL Evaluation Reports:
UL Evaluation Report ER2919-01
UL Evaluation Report ER2919-02

Florida Building Code
Product Approval
FL 18355
FL 35321

Miami-Dade County
Product Control Approved
Tested in Compliance with:
UL 790/ASTM E 108, Class A
ASTM D3161, Class F
ASTM D7158, Class H
ASTM D3462
ICC-ES Acceptance Criteria AC438

RAPID FIRE ZONE™

A clearly defined expanded nailing zone for fast and easy installation. Contractors can install quickly and with ease due to a zone five times larger than our standard Heritage® shingles’ nailing zone,* all with the reassurance that the entire nailing zone, including the common bond area of the Heritage Proline shingles, is reinforced, enabling this expanded zone.

POWER CORE™

A proprietary reinforcement that gives Heritage Proline™ shingles their enhanced wind performance. The POWER CORE™ layer reinforces the shingle for an added layer of protection and power for the wind to weather, keeping the granules tightly to the deck.

ANTI-AGING GRANULES

An embedded layer of ceramic-fired granules offering both beauty and protection.

ADVANCED FUSION™ SEALANTS

A family of aggressive sealants, specifically designed to work in severe, cooler, outdoor weather. The Advanced Fusion™ sealants fuse the shingles tightly to the roof deck, and each other, to help hold fast.

APEX COLOR™ TECHNOLOGY

Proprietary granule blend provides a faultlessly uniform color that presents homeowners with the most effective product exposure, inhibit matching, and better shingling for a more seamless-looking roof.

WHERE INNOVATION MEETS EXTREME TECHNOLOGY

™

†Please consult TAMKO’s Limited Warranty and Application Instructions for any requirements or limitations.
**WHATEVER YOUR TASTE OR STYLE, TAMKO HAS YOU COVERED.**

With two distinct color palettes to choose from, TAMKO has just the right color to beautify your home.

**AMERICA’S NATURAL COLORS**

America’s Natural Colors bring the vibrant tones of the American landscape to your home. For those who prefer bold, brighter colors to make a statement, choose from America’s Natural Colors.

**CLASSIC COLORS**

Classic Colors feature the subtle, sophisticated color blends that have long made TAMKO an industry favorite. For those who prefer a softer, more even-toned look for their roof, choose one of TAMKO’s Classic Colors.

**MILD AND BEAUTIFUL.**

Heritage Colors. Black Walnut and Rustic Black are both “black” shingles. Look closely and you can see Black Walnut includes vibrant splashes of color that will draw the eye to the roof.

Heritage Proline Titan XT™ features a reinforcing strip of polyester fabric on the back of the shingle to provide added anchoring strength. TAMKO’s Heritage Proline Titan XT™ features our largest defined nailing zone EVER. Designed for professional installers.

Contractors can install quickly and with ease due to a nailing zone up to five times larger than our standard Heritage® nailing area*, possible through our AnchorLock™ layer reinforcement of the common bond area.

Titan XT™ shingles feature a reinforcing strip of polyester fabric on the back of the shingle to provide added anchoring strength.

† Compared with TAMKO’s Heritage® shingles—up to 160 MPH.

**STANDARD NAILING AREA**

160 MPH

**LARGER NAILING ZONE (160 MPH)**

Up to 500% larger

**UNREGISTERED TRADEMARKS**

Rapid Fire Zone®

**OUR HIGHEST WIND PROTECTION EVER**

TAMKO Proline Titan XT™ features our largest defined nailing zone EVER. Designed for professional installers.

Contractors can install quickly and with ease due to a nailing zone up to five times larger than our standard Heritage® nailing zone®, available through our AnchorLock™ layer reinforcement of the common bond area.

For the expanded nailing zone.

† The shingle images above show the difference between America’s Natural Colors and Classic Colors. From America’s Natural Colors.

**BUILDING PRODUCTS FOR THE PROFESSIONAL.**

With two distinct color palettes to choose from, TAMKO has just the right color to beautify your home.

**WHERE INNOVATION MEETS EXTREME TECHNOLOGY™**

**TAMKO® SHINGLE STARTER**

**TAMKO® HIP & RIDGE SHINGLES**

**TAMKO® SYNTHETIC UNDERLAYMENTS**

**TAMKO® TW SEAM TAPE**

**TAMKO® CONTINUOUS RIDGE VENTILATION**

**TAMKO® HERITAGE**

**TAMKO® HERITAGE PROLINE™ SHINGLES**

**TAMKO® HIP & RIDGE SHINGLES**

**TAMKO® SHINGLE STARTER**

**TAMKO® SYNTHETIC UNDERLAYMENTS**

**TAMKO® TW SEAM TAPE**

**TAMKO® CONTINUOUS RIDGE VENTILATION**

**TAMKO® HERITAGE**

**TAMKO® HERITAGE PROLINE™ SHINGLES**